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T H E  S C O T T I S H  

G E O G R A P H I  C A L  

M A G A Z I N E .  

THE SCOPE OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 1 

By Captain H. G. LYONS, D.So., F.R.S., 

Lecturer in Geography at Glasgow University. 

THE movement which has for its object the organisation of geographical 
knowledge and its development upon scientific lines has been in progress 
for rather more than a century, though in these islands the movement 
made no very considerable headway until about thirty years ago, except 
in the case of individual investigators. This state of affairs has now been 
changed, and, taking part in the rapid advance in the scientific study of 
geography which is now in progress, this ancient University has estab- 
lished lectures in this subject; and I am greatly honoured by being 
appointed to open them. The second largest city in the empire, and 
one of the most important ports whence trade is carried on with almost 
every part of the globe, Glasgow is an especially favourable centre from 
which the study of those geographical principles may be carried on by 
which we investigate the effect of the physical environment upon man, 
and study the means by which he succeeds in adapting himself to it. 

On this occasion it seems more desirable to set forth the general 
scope of the subject than to present an investigation of any special 
branch of it, since geographical science has been rapidly developing of 
late years, and its limits are still somewhat ill-defined. 

By its admission to the group of subjects which are studied in this 
University geography stands to gain greatly ; since it is in such institu- 
tions as this where geographical research can be prosecuted alongside 
those other branches of science from which iS continually asks assistance, 
that the most sure and most rapid advances will be made in its scientific 

t Inaugural address delivered at Glasgow University on October 12, 1909. 
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618 SCOTTISH G E O G R A P H I C A L  MAGAZINE.  

development. And it is in scientific geography that there is much to be 
done ; for the greater attractions of travel and exploration have diverted 
attention from the more specialised aspects of the subject, which must, 
however, be promoted if geography is to occupy its proper place in this 
country. In return, geography can present, from its own point of view, 
contributions to general knowledge which will be of value to workers in 
many other fields, especially those of history and archaeology and, above 
all, of administration. 

During its recent development the subject has expanded rapidly ; so 
much so that it is not easy to define its present limits, since some 
investigators claim for it a much more extended field of action than 
others are inclined to admit. I t  is desirable, therefore, that I should in 
this opening lecture describe the field of knowledge which I would 
include within the term geography. 

That the earth's surface and the physical phenomena which we 
observe on it are essentially the object of the geographer's investigations 
will be readily admitted, and these alone by their importance justify its 
inclusion in general education. The physical features of the earth, the 
physical phenomena of the atmosphere, largely make up our environment, 
and among such local conditions we have to pass our lives; to these 
conditions, therefore, we have to adapt ourselves, and though the cases 
in which we can modify them to suit our needs are not very numerous, 
they are amol~g the most important to man in his advancing civilisation. 
The more readily we can thus adapt ourselves to the local conditions of 
any place, or the more effectively we can modify them to our own 
advantage, the more successful shall we be in life ; that we may do this 
efficiently and economically we need a thorough acquaintance with all 
the facts and phenomena which make up our physical environment, with 
their effect upon us and their relative importance, so that we may cor- 
rectly assign any given result to its true causes, and anticipate, so far 
as possible, the effect of any group of conditions. But neither physical 
conditions nor human necessities are fixed and unchangeable; both are 
constantly undergoing modifications, so that factors which were of 
paramount importance yesterday may have dwindled till they occupy a 
secondary place to-day, and may be eclipsed by new ones to-morrow. 
All the factors in the problem are changing, some rapidly, others more 
slowly, and new solutions are therefore continually presenting them- 
selves. If we investigate the relations between the physical features of 
this portion of the country and the race inhabiting it, their inter-action 
upon one another will be found to have been very different at various 
periods; as eivilisation and organisation develop advantages can be 
utilised which, in a less advanced state, lay idle and unemployed. In 
most eivilised countries facilities of communication for the purposes of 
trade have now far outweighed other factors, such as security from 
attack--which was a primary consideration a few centuries ago in deter- 
mining the site of a town. The development of mineral wealth in this 
region, and the progress of mechanical science, have greatly changed the 
value of the physical features of the Clyde Basin to its inhabitants in 
the course of the last few centuries. Thus geographical problems are 
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THE SCOPE OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 619 

constantly changing their aspect, and they must be studied in the light 
of the conditions and necessities of each age. 

Geography as a branch of human knowledge goes back to very early 
times, and appears first in a practical form in the fertile valleys of t h e  
Nile and the Euphrates, where the science of land-mcasurement was early 
developed as the need arose for determining the limits of property in 
these populous regions ; in the villages of Egypt to-day the same methods 
of measurement and of computation are employed as were used five 
thousand years ago by the ancestors of the present fellahin, since they 
are well adapted to the requirements of small agricultural communities. 
But though practical applications were locally developed thus early, no 
philosophical study of the earth seems to have been made until much 
later, when the Greek philosophers turned their attention to the subject 
of the earth, and investigated its form and its dimensions, as well as the 
customs of its inhabitants; two lines of study were then developed, of 
which one, the mathematical, dealing with the earth itself, attracted 
some investigators, while the descriptive method, which treated of countries 
and their peoples, had greater attractions for others. Of the former, 
one of the earliest pioneers was Anaximander of Miletus, who in the first 
half of the sixth century E.C., essayed to make a map of the world; 
about 235 ]~.c., Eratosthenes carried out the first geodetic operation by 
measuring an arc of meridian from Alexandria to Syene, and deducing 
therefrom the circumference of the earth. In 450 B.C., Herodotus laid the 
foundation of the descriptive geography of countries, dealing not only 
wi~h their physical features, but also with their inhabitants, their 
customs, and their religious beliefs ; at this time, when travel was both 
difficult and dangerous, the collection of such information at first hand 
was a task of considerable magnitude; his account of the principal 
countries of the world as then known is most precise and detailed, and 
modern archaeological investigations have largely borne out the accuracy 
of his observations. 

From the Mediterranean Basin as the centre of the ancient world 
the regions to the north and south were gradually opened up and added 
to the known area ; but with the lapse of time the old spirit of philo- 
sophic inquiry was diverted into other channels, and for centuries 
geographical knowledge grew only by the addition of descriptions of new 
regions, but made no advance in systematic or organised study. The 
tendency was to record the strange and the marvellous rather than to seek 
for the causal connection between the phenomena which were observed. 
In this way geography became a collection of names, figures, statements 
to be learned as a mental exercise, and little attempt was made either 
to study local phenomena in their relation to the earth's surface as a 
whole, or to treat comprehensively all the conditions occurring at any 
place. 

Until recently geography remained for the most part exploratory and 
descriptive; and the awakening to a more vitalised appreciation of the 
subject and its organised treatment, which took place on the Continent 
early in the last century, did not until some time later find more than a 
faint echo here. I t  is curious that it should have been so, for explora- 
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620 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. 

tion, which should be the practical application of the principles of 
geographical science to the investigation of new regions, had for cen- 
turies been largely undertaken by our countrymen, who had opened up 
lines of travel through all parts of the less known regions of the world. 
Exploration led to the discovery of new lands, and ill due course of time 
colonisation followed ; groups of early settlers grew up into larger com- 
munities amidst conditions which differed widely from those of their 
mother-country. With the growth of such communities organisation 
and administration were developed, in order to solve practically the 
problems raised in the course of time by the advance of such communi- 
ties to maturity in their new surroundings. Thus opportunities were 
everywhere occurring for the practical application of the most extended 
teachings of geography; yet the study of the subject itself had made 
but little advance towards a scientific development. The reason for this 
may not be clear, but that it was so long delayed accords with the pre- 
ference for what are called practical methods as distinguished from 
scientific; the employment of empirical rules for guidance rather than 
the reasoned deductions from carefully made observations, by which an 
adequate consideration of all factors is, so far as possible, ensured. 
Individual energy and resourcefulness were relied upon to make up for 
a lack of that systematic training by which the greatest advantage can 
be taken of local conditions in the most economical manner. 

With the general improvement in the organisation of investigation 
and demonstration which has taken place during the past few decades, 
geography in its turn has been put on a more efficient footing, and is 
taking its place as a systematised branch of knowledge, having for its 
province the region between astronomy and geology on the one side, 
and the biological and economic sciences on the other. Its introduction 
into the universities in these islands dates from 1887, when a readership 
of geography was established at the University of Oxford ; and now there 
are few great seats of learning where special provision is not made for 
its treatment on  a more or less extensive scale, so that the practical 
utility of a thorough acquaintance with geographical principles is 
generally recognised. When geography is everywhere studied as all 
essential branch of education, many phenomena, both physical and 
social, which are now called strange or paradoxical, as they occur in other 
lands, will then be recognised as being normal, since they are caused by 
factors other than those to which we have been accustomed to consider, 
and have therefore been overlooked in our estimate of less familiar local 
conditions. I t  will be more generally realised that all the factors which go 
to produce a given result can only be determined by careful observation, 
and that to base a conclusion on a few of the most evident only, will be 
to court failure ; the importation to one land of the methods of another 
will not be attempted until all the local factors have been investigated, 
and their effect gauged. In this way fewer mistakes will be made, and 
progress will be both surer and quicker. In arid countries there are 
factors to be considered which are other than those of humid regions; 
hot countries present problems which are different from those of tem- 
perate climes; differences of race, of past history, of development, all 
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THE SCOPE OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 621 

introduce factors which present every conceivable variety, and we can 
only hope to deal effectively with them by always investigating carefully 
the physical conditions of any region and their relation to the living 
inhabitants which together form the geographical problem to be 
solved. 

Having already referred to the divergence that exists between the 
conception of geographical science as set forth by different investigators, 
I may indicate in general terms the scope of the subject; the manner 
in which its main divisions may be treated; and, also, what may be 
claimed for the subject as adding to the sum total of knowledge both for 
the ordinary student and for the specialist. 

I t  is not easy to define with extreme precision the exact limits of 
any branch of knowledge, though some definition of the scope of each is 
not only convenient, but necessary ; nevertheless, such definitions are but 
arbitrary methods of classification, drawing hard and fast boundaries 
between the facts which are considered to belong to one branch of 
knowledge and those belonging to another. Such boundaries must 
always be purely artificial, for wherever the fields of operation of two 
branches of knowledge come in contact, there will be a borderland in 
which the investigators from both sides pass and repass; but each is 
following his own line of investigation, and there need be no competition 
or interference. Chemistry and physics, physics and mathematics, pre- 
sent well-known instances of this, and natural knowledge has much to 
gain from the united efforts of Students from both sides of such frontier- 
lines. Moreover, in the early stages of any science there is always much 
uncertainty as to its true limits; some investigators will stop short of, 
and others will shoot beyond the boundary that will ultimately be agreed 
upon, but it is only by such attempts and such efforts of varied scope 
that a final agreement can be arrived at. 

Geography has a sphere of action and investigation which, in different 
parts of its boundary, is coterminous with those of astronomy and 
geology, zoology and botany, as well as with the group of sciences 
which deal with man, so that some delimitation of this frontier line is 
desirable. Some have proposed to restrict geography to the measure- 
ment of the earth's surface, and the study of its features ; others would 
consider it as treating of man's relation to the earth's surface, which is 
his home. These represent the extreme physical aspect, and the extreme 
anthropological aspect of the subject; the first would omit not only all 
consideration of man as he is affected by the geographical conditions 
among which he lives, but also any comprehensive treatment of the facts 
and phenomena, both physical and biological, which make up the geo- 
graphical character of a region. The latter pays inadequate attention 
to the study of the measurement and representation of the earth's 
surface, a study which is an essential foundation of a science treating 
primarily of the space-distribution of facts and phenomena. Others 
have denied the title of geography to be considered as a science, and 
would class it rather as a method of grouping and discussing the physical 
phenomena which characterise any part of the earth's surface. Geo- 
graphers wilt not be prepared to admit so limited an outlook for their 
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622 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. 

subject, but the origin of such a contention is to be sought in some of 
Vhe difficulties with which this branch of knowledge has to contend. The 
universal method of science is to make careful observations of phenomena, 
to derive general principles from them by induction, and to confirm 
these by experiment. Geographical changes for the most part take place 
slowly ; the effect of any given set of conditions is not so promptly to 
be seen as in meteorology, chemistry, physics, etc., nor have we so 
clearly set forth the record of the long-continued action of slow-working 
factors, such as are available for the geologist in unravelling the past 
history of the earth. But as the method of research becomes more 
organised, the numerous factors which come into play are more adequately 
considered, and the results can be more surely traced to their causes. 

The geographical field of investigation is the earth's surface and the 
atmosphere which surrounds it ; within this aU facts and phenomena are 
treated primarily in their space-relation; but on this inorganic stage 
organic nature plays an important part which cannot be detached from 
the inorganic environment, so that a geographical science dealing wholly 
with the former or with the latter will be inadequate in its scope. The 
succession of zones of vegetation on a mountain is closely connected with 
the increasing altitude, the prevalent winds, and the rainfall. The r iver  
or the mountain chain, which forms the boundary between two states, 
must be considered in connection with the peoples that it divides. Arid 
regions and fertile lowlands have played a definite part in the settle- 
ments and movements of races. The importance of a coast-line will 
have a different value according as we consider it in relation to the 
coasting voyages of former days, or the direct trans-oceanie trade-routes 
followed by the great ocean-steamers of to-day. I t  is difficult, therefore, 
to treat adequately of the physical features of the earth without follow- 
ing up also their influence and effects on the organic life in their 
neighbourhood; and especially in the highest development of such organic 
life, that is, man, who alone is capable not only of adapting himself to 
his environment, but also of occasionally modifying that environment to 
an appreciable extent. For this reason a knowledge of our relation to 
the earth's surface and its phenomena is of universal importance. 

In history the time-distribution of facts and phenomena is placed in 
the foreground, and thereby a certain method of treatment is imposed ; 
in geography their space-distribution is investigated, and this gives its 
special character to geographical science. As Professor Hettner has said, 
" I n  geography the local conditions and factors associated with any 
phenomenon cannot be separated from it, but they affect each other 
mutually; and secondly, all such facts in any place stand in the closest 
causal connection with one another, and together determine the char- 
acter of the locality." 

Thus geography may be said in general terms to be that branch of 
natural knowledge which investigates the surface of the earth, as well as 
its relations to,  and its effect upon, all organic life, especially man ; we 
study in short the physical, biological, and sociological phenomena as they 
are distributed on the earth's surface, together with their causes and their 
mutual relations. 
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T H E  SCOPE OF MODERN G E O G R A P H Y .  623 

For convenience in presenting so ex~ensive a subject some subdivisiol~ 
of it is necessary ; and the most strictly logical method would be first to 
investigate independently the inorganic and the organic factors, and 
finally their interaction upon one another. But man by his intellect, his 
mobility, his power of adapting himself to varying surroundings, and to 
some extent of modifying the physical conditions among which he lives 
the better to meet his needs, demands a special treatment in relation to 
his environment, for his responses to it are far more complicated than 
those of the rest of the animal kingdom, and to us are infinitely more 
important. Man's relations to his local conditions have thus come to 
form an important portion of geographical science, and constitute a 
special division of it. 

Thus we arrive at a fourfold division of the subject : - -  
I. Mathematical Geography, 

II. Physical Geography, 
III. Biological Geography, 

and, on a somewhat different footing : -  
IV. Human or Anthropological Geography. 

The study of each of these groups is nol~ only of great educational 
value, but affords ample opportunities for specialised research by the 
more advanced student. All are needed for a thorough comprehension 
of the subject, since they provide for the complete treatment of the 
local conditions and their influence on organic life, especially man ; firstly, 
by providing for the definite location of phenomena; secondly, by 
treating of the physical environment of the organism, and of the life 
which dwells there; lastly, by studying the relation of local conditions 
to ourselves, and of ourselves to them. 

These divisions of the subject are generally recogniscd, but their 
development will take a different form in different countries and localities, 
according as conditions favour one modification or another; in the 
same way different teachers, different investigators, different students 
may lay greater stress on that part of the subject to which their 
interests incline. 

A necessary preliminary to the description and comparison of earth- 
forms, and to the investigation of local conditions, is the means of 
actually determining the location and space-relation of the objects and 
phenomena concerned, together with the geographical representation of 
them. The successive stages of a book may adequately represent the time- 
sequence of events, but they cannot well set forth the space-distribution 
with which geography specially deals. The reproduction of the features 
of the earth's surface for the purpose of comparing them, or of investigating 
phenomena relating to them, or to the organic life inhabiting them, necessi- 
tates a reproduction of their three-dimensional form, which can only be 
done by combining a series of careful measurements to form a map or 
plan; and those which concern the vertical dimensions and collectively 
portray the relief, are specially difficult to represent satisfactorily, though 
they are of great importance. 

Accurate measurement, therefore, lies at the basis of all scientific 
geography, and will be most effectively carried out by those who have 
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624 SCOTTISH G E O G R A P H I C A L  MAGAZINE.  

clear views of geographical principles. I t  is too often assumed that the 
principles of land-measurement consist merely of a set of rules which, if 
carefully followed, will produce maps of the necessary accuracy. A code 
of regulations, a selected text-book, a staff of surveyors trained to 
execute certain work in a certain way-- these  are frequently believed to be 
all that is necessary to produce a satisfactory survey. But earth- and land- 
measurement is a science ; and, like other sciences, its students must not 
only be acquainted with the methods which have been found useful under 
certain conditions, but must thoroughly understand the principles on 
which the methods are based, so that they may modify them to suit any 
different conditions with which they may meet. The land surveyor must 
have a thorough knowledge of the science of geography if he is to 
produce the best results, and the geographer who does not understand the 
principles of land-measurement and cartography will make but all 
imperfect use of his maps. 

The attention which has been given to this fundamental portion of 
geography differs greatly in various countries. In these islands land- 
measurement has not had the wide extension that it has reached elsewhere, 
and the terms surveyor and surveying have usually a somewhat 
specialised connotation. The profession of a surveyor in England is 
defined by the Surveyors' Institution to be : " the  art of determining the 
value of all descriptions of landed and house property, and of the various 
interests therein ; the practice of managing and developing estates ; and 
the science of admeasuring and delineating the physical features of the 
earth, and of measuring and estimating artificers' work." So surveying 
here is mainly restricted to such measurement and delineation as is 
needed for the valuation of property, and the same term is employed to 
describe the land-measurement needed for engineering works. 

The Ordnance Survey, established in 1791, has for more than a 
century been turning out the results of a land-measurement carried out 
with high precision ; so that there have now existed for many years maps 
of the whole country on various scales , which only need to be checked 
and brought up to date to furnish accurate maps for most purposes ; there 
has not therefore been any great incentive to the development of high- 
grade land-measurement among geographers in this country. In some 
other countries the registration of title to land, and the consequent need 
for the accurate demarcation of property-boundaries, has given rise not 
only to the most refined methods of land-measurement, but has called 
into existence a large professional class highly trained in this work. The 
same need arose early in the great over-sca colonies, and in connection 
with their Land Acts and land registration legislation their surveyors 
are required to have an extensive and practical knowledge of the higher 
branches of earth-measurement ; in South Africa and Canada the standard 
required from candidates before they are granted certificates authorising 
them to practise is particularly high. But in a fully settled country, of 
which a survey is completed, and where registration of title to land is 
not in force, there is not the same inducement to study advanced sur- 
veying as exists in developing countries which are less completely taken 
up by settlers, and where properties are large and widely separated, so that 
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THE SCOPE OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 625 

the accurate location and delimitation of boundaries becomes increasingly 
important. In the Crown Colonies of Africa as well as in Ceylon, and in 
the federated Malay States, much work of this nature is already in hand, 
and provides employment for about a hundred and thirty survey officers, 
who must have a thorough knowledge of advanced land-measurement 
to determine effectively and economically the size, shape, and location 
of any property or piece of land in the territory. 

This delimitation of property-boundaries appertains to that branch 
of land-measurement which is known as cadastral surveying, a class of 
work demanding the highest precision in the triangulation on which it 
depends, and great accuracy in the detail measurement. No work of 
this nature is done in the United Kingdom ; and all the state maps are 
topographical and not cadastral, since only those boundaries are shown 
on the maps which coincide with topographical features, such as streams, 
hedges~ ditches, walls, etc. In those countries, however, in which regis- 
tration of title to land is in force, this speeialised class of land-measure- 
ment is highly important, and calls for a special training on the part of 
those who carry it out. So much so, indeed, that in most of the large 
colonies, and in the principal countries of Europe, earth and land- 
measurement is taught in technical colleges and universities as a special 
subject ; but in these islands it has not yet reached that stage, and until 
it does it  belongs more closely to geography than to any other branch of 
knowledge. Certainly, there is room for a fuller and more intelligent 
acquaintance with the subject by those who may one day be in the 
position of administrators ; for vast sums of money have been wasted in 
the past, and doubtless will yet  be wasted in days to come, by com- 
mencing land-measurement in a large region by methods which are only 
suitable for a small area, with the result that when considerable progress 
has been made the various portions may be found not to join correctly, 
large errors may have accumulated, and much of the work may have 
to be recommenced for want of an effective control in the first instance. 
I t  is not sufficient to be acquainted with the various technical methods 
which have to be employed; a knowledge of the organisation, and the 
arrangements by which they can be best and most economically utilised, 
is fully as important. 

But to carry out the survey of a large area on proper and accurate 
lines, especially if local requirements demand that it shall be commenced 
at several isolated points, as is usually the case, calls for considerable 
ability and no little mathematical aptitude to rightly apprehend and 
successfully deal with such a situation. With the growth of land- 
measurement in over-sea lands there certainly appears to be sufficient 
inducement to students of scientific geography, having mathematical in- 
clinations, to take up the study of an especially attractive branch of the 
subject. I do not maintain that it is essential for a geographer to have 
a knowledge of advanced surveying, but that as a specialised branch of 
the subject it offers opportunities for those of mathematical and physical 
tastes. 

The popularising of photography, and the improvements in the half- 
tone process for reproducing photographs, have rendered the illustration of 
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626 S~COTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. 

books of travel simple and effective ; but the cartographical side still needs 
improvement, and advance in this respect must come from the traveller, 
the explorer, or the author. The cartographer must receive sufficient 
material in a proper form before he can compile a suitable and sufficient 
map. Hitherto an inadequate knowledge of cartography and surveying 
has militated against that full use of the graphical method which alone 
can set forth the distribution of facts and phenomena recounted by a 
traveller so that the reader can fully grasp them. The highly skilled 
geographical establishments which exist in Edinburgh, London, and 
elsewhere, produce maps of exceptional beauty and completeness; but 
more than this is wanted. Several smaller maps compiled to illustrate 
parts of an explorer's route or of a region described by a traveller, or 
again, the various stages in the development of a race or nation as the 
historian sets it forth, may be far more instructive than a general map, 
supplied from stock, which has not been compiled by the writer himself 
so as to have special reference to the subject; but these can only be 
prepared by those who are not only acquainted with the country which 
has been traversed, but know how to represent the observations correctly 
and sufficiently on a map. 

For similar reasons, the maps of the Ordnance Survey are not nearly 
so widely used as they might be. Cycling and motoring have brought 
about a fuller acquaintance with the maps on smaller scales; but the 
6 inches to the mile, and the 25 inches to the mile series, which arc most 
useful and instructive, are seldom used, though they should be at least 
in the possession of every landowner, and may be usefully employed by 
any one who understands their use. Mounted in groups of four or five 
sheets, such maps are of great educational value, and every school should 
possess such maps on these scales; the school site being shown in the 
centre of each group of sheets. 

In this branch of geography, where mathematical precision is 
attainable, there is ample opportunity for research of a high order, and 
many problems of geophysics are intimately connected with earth- 
measurement. At the present time, there is no institution in these 
islands, so far as I know, in which instruction is regularly given in the 
higher branches of surveying, and in that technical organisation which is 
equally necessary for the satisfactory and economical performance of 
such work. In the University, where the genius of Lord Kelvin through- 
out many years illuminated the whole domain of physics, this practical 
application of mathematical and physical science may, I hope, prove 
attractive to some at least. 

I t  is in Scotland that a fine piece of research has been recently 
carried out, in which careful and accurate measurements have been com- 
bined with the investigation of physical features. I allude to the survey 
of the Scottish lakes; and I would suggest that many another geo- 
graphical problem in this land lies awaiting attack by the students and 
graduates of this University. 

Thus by the methods of earth-and land-measurement the outward 
form and relative position of the features of the earth's surface are 
determined. A further study of them is undertaken in the second 
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division of our subject, where their structure, the processes which have 
brought about and are still modifying their form, and the stage at 
which they have arrived in the cycle of change, are investigated. At 
this point, the provinces of geography and geology lie close together, and 
geological information concerning the structure of each feature, and of 
the region in which it occurs must be utilised. Geology and geography, 
in fact, make use of the same material with different ends in view ; the 
former studies the present earth's surface and its phenomena to elucidate 
the past history of the earth, the latter discusses them as the stage on 
which organic life in general, and the human race in particular, are develop- 
ing, and are being largely affected by their environment in response to 
which they are continually adapting themselves. The more geology 
that the physical geographer knows the better for his work, and he may 
be inclined to take up the definite study of that science, but the objects 
of the two are different, and a knowledge of physical features and their 
development does not amount to a full acquaintance with the science of 
geology; moreover, it is easy by over-specialisation in any pal~ of the 
subject to hinder the acquisition of a general acquaintance with the 
whole. 

The geographer has a wide field with which to occupy himself in the 
study of the processes by which land-forms are being continually modi- 
fied, and in the investigation of changes that are constantly taking place. 
Any considerable tract of the earth's surface will furnish instances of 
land-forms in every stage of development, so that each land-form pre- 
sents itself as being at a certain point of its development, some being in 
the earlier, and others in the later and more advanced stages. In any 
case, not only has the geographer to describe concisely and accurately the 
physical environment of a region, but to explain also how the present 
conditions have been arrived at, and whither they are tending. The 
changes that can be foreseen may be of great importance as affecting the 
prosperity of the inhabitants; and by comparing similar conditions il~ 
different parts of the world much light may frequently be thrown on the 
subject. 

This portion of the subject falls naturally into two important 
divisions--the inorganic earth's surface, and the organic world which 
inhabits it. On the one hand, we have the solid crust of the earth with 
its mountains, plains, valleys, rivers, and other features ; the oceans with 
their deeps, currents, tides, etc. ; and the atmosphere with which we 
associate the phenomena of heat and cold, snow and rain, wind and 
storm; all these constitute the inorganic facies of the earth's surface. 
On the other hand, there is the vast wealth of animal and vegetable life 
which inhabits both the lithosphere and the oceans, and to a much lesser 
degree the atmosphere. I t  is the combined action of these two great 
groups of phenomena, the inorganic features and phenomena of the 
earth's surface, and those which the animal and vegetable life inhabiting 
it present, that the geographer studies ; the two are not to be separated, 
since each is always being affected by the other in varying degrees, and 
each responds more or less readily to changes occurring in the other. 

The study of the inorganic portion of the geographer's field is often 
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628 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. 

termed physiography; and the term ontography has been proposed as 
conveniently including all plant and animal life, together with the pheno- 
mena relating to them. Physiography and ontography may thus be con- 
sidered as including the central part of the subject geography; while 
mathematical geography treats of features and phenomena by measure- 
ment and other physical methods, and human geography examines the 
special relations of man to his environment, and his response to it both 
as an individual and in his communities. 

In physiography we first investigate the earth's surface, its general 
form and structure, the manner in which it is divided into continents and 
oceans, and generally the character of the globe which we inhabit. The 
modifications which the surface is constantly undergoing are of great im- 
portance to the life which dwells on it, and the slow upheaval of some 
regions, the rapid movement of others in earthquakes, and the violent 
alterations which are often associated with volcanic outbursts, call for 
consideration. In contrast to these violent manifestations, other modi- 
fying agencies such as heat and cold, rain, wind, frost, etc., are ceaselessly 
wearing away and altering all existing features, and transferring material 
from higher levels to lower, to build up the alluvial plains which have 
been from the earliest times the regions where man has congregated in 
greatest numbers, and where the most advanced civilisations have been 
developed. 

In studying the principal earth-forms, the mountains, the plains and 
the valleys, not only have their present form and condition to be de- 
scribed, but the way in which these have  been arrived a t ;  their past 
history has to be investigated, as well as the extent to which they have 
influenced the life which inhabits them. This will necessitate a vast 
number of observations being made and classified, by the aid of which 
one region can be compared with another of similar character, with a 
view to establishing their points of agreement and their differences. 

Lakes and rivers offer many problems of great importance and in- 
terest, and in few countries have they been as yet thoroughly studied. 
Not only has the drainage area to be measured, and considered from the 
point of view of its relief, but its structure, its soil, its vegetation, must 
all be taken into account. Together with this the rainfall over the 
district must be determined, and the very important relation between 
rainfall, run-off, and evaporation has not been fully worked out in many 
areas as yet, although on the correct knowledge of such factors the all- 
important question of water-supply largely depends. The careful 
collection and discussion of information of all kinds which may bear on 
such problems is not only a step forwards in geographical investigation, 
but provides material in an organised and complete form, ready for use 
by hydrographical engineers and others who may need it without having 
the opportunity for such investigations, which may occupy much time 
and the review of many facts and observations. There is no doubt that 
there is much valuable work to be done in collecting and critically dis- 
cussing all information not only relating to the lakes and rivers, but to 
other classes of earth features, both in these islands and in other parts of 
the Empire. In remote places, books of reference are few and time is 
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scanty; so travellers can furnish but short accounts of what they see, 
which need collating with other accounts on a definite plan by the 
trained geographer before they attain their full value. This form of 
research is open to any earnest student, and is a field where much 
valuable work awaits him. 

The study of the ocean presents greater difficulties to the individual 
observer, since much equipment is needed for research in this sphere ; 
nevertheless, with the Admiralty charts and publications, and local 
information obtainable on coast-lines and islands, many minor problems 
may be profitably investigated. 

The study of the atmosphere in both its parts--meteorology, the 
physical study of the atmosphere, and climate, " the  sum total of meteoro- 
logical conditions in so far as they affect animal or vegetable life,"--is most 
important to the geographer, for it teaches him the relations of cause and 
effect existing between the atmospheric phenomena which so powerfully 
modify the earth's features, and affect all the life inhabiting this planet. 
In agriculture, in public health, in every business and walk of life, in 
every region, climate and the climatic conditions are powerfully felt. 
When we move from one land to another the changed climatic conditions 
affect us at once for good or ill ; to physiographical environment also the 
traveller has to adapt himself, as well as to the different social conditions 
in which he finds himself; but it is the climatic conditions which he is 
most fully conscious of at first, and in every land and community we 
may see the means which man has adopted to render them as little 
harmful or irksome as may be. This most important subject, therefore, 
demands the close attention of the geographer, as constituting one of the 
most potent factors in physical environment to which living organisms 
must adapt themselves. Within the British Empire we meet with every 
variety of climate, from the most arid regions of Africa and India to the 
hot and humid equatorial coast plains with almost contimlal rainfall; 
from arctic cold to tropical heat ; and into all of these, and the inter- 
mediate varieties of climate, men go from these islands to perform their 
work as efficiently as they can, to do which an adequate knowledge 
and understanding of climatology and meteorological principles will be a 
most valuable aid. Thus it is a subject of the widest importance, and it 
is remarkable that there arc but two special university lectureships on 
this subject, so far as I know, in these islands at the present time ; and 
both of these have been but recently established. 

On the biological side of the subject, in what has been called onto- 
graphy, an equally important field of study is met with, to which botany 
and zoology in a great measure contribute, and the geographer considers 
the material so derived in relation to the physical surroundings, and as 
making up with them the geographical characteristics of the locality. In 
this way the distribution of plants and animals on the earth is considered, 
and also the modification of such distribution by differences of form and 
relief, and different climatic conditions. Within short distances different 
conditions of soil and water are proclaimed by complete change in vegeta- 
tion, so that the geographical aspect of any district would be very im- 
perfectly reproduced if all reference to the vegetable life was omitted. 
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Besides the distribution of animal and vegetable life under natural con- 
ditions, great modifications have been introduced by the works of man 
whereby lands have been rendered more fertile, and capable of supporting 
vegetable and animal life. In this and other ways man's influenee on 
organic nature has been noticeable and far-reaching. 

Following on the relations of the animal and vegetable world to the 
surface of the earth and its phenomena, we come to the more specialised 
study of man's relation to his physical environment. Changes in the 
features of the earth's surface may have important results, and no less 
important are those which are constantly taking place in the human race. 
Living among different surroundings, in different climates, at different 
altitudes, man must variously adapt himself to the conditions under 
which he lives; he changes no less than they do, and he stands to-day 
everywhere as the result of modifications due both directly and indirectly 
to past ph?'sical environment. His needs at one period and under one 
set of circumstances are different to those which arise under other con- 
ditions, so that we must beware of attempting to explain past events 
solely in the light of the conditions of to-day. Neither is man dependent 
on a few special factors or phenomena ; we must consider him and his 
development in relation to the whole of the inorganic and organic 
phenomena of the world, as set forth by a thorough study of physical 
geography. 

Starting with this we may investigate the relation of man to his 
physical surroundings from two points of view :--firstly, as an individual, 
and secondly, in his communities. Thus we note his distribution on the 
earth's surface, his division into races, and the regions which they occupy ; 
we study his principal occupations, and note their distribution and their 
relation to the local conditions in different areas; his dwellings, his 
settlements, and his movements furnish clear indications of man's close 
dependence on the land in which he lives, and his power of availing 
himself of its advantages in the best way. This portion of the subject 
has made great advances of recent years, and the largely increased material 
which is now available has caused a wide extension in scope. I t  has been 
asserted that the true geographical point of view has been sometimes lost 
sight of, and it is probable that in the rapid organisation of a new branch 
of knowledge the limits, which will be eventually accepted, have at times 
been overstepped in the zeal of the pioneer; but there is a wide field for 
the strictly geographical treatment of man and the human race in its 
infinite variety of occupations, interests, and endeavours. 

In these days the inhabited regions of the earth are well defined, and 
information concerning them is rapidly increasing in every direction ; so 
much so that the data concerning general distribution, numerical density, 
etc., form but a small part of the whole. Man's distribution may also be 
regarded in view of the different grades of civilisation which exist, and 
also of the forms of occupation which he has adopted. These will be 
closely related to the physical conditions of his environment, and will 
influence his further development. Tribes of low civilisation retreat 
before others of higher development, and withdraw to mountainous, 
wooded, or other less accessible and less desirable regions; while in 
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fertile lowlands, where conditions of life are favourable, the more civilised 
will rapidly advance in culture, unless they in their turn retreat before or 
become subject to other races of greater power or higher development. 
A single instance of such an oscillation may be seen where the nomad and 
the settled agriculturist exist side by side in regions of scanty rainfall. 
The settler, by careful husbandry and economising the meagre rainfall, 
may succeed in maintaining his groves and vineyards, fields and gardens--  
as was the case along the northern coast of Africa, and especially in 
Cyrenaica--so long as he could restrain the nomad tribes of the desert 
from intruding. These latter are striving to escape from the hardships 
of a nomad desert life, and look greedily upon the fertile enclosures of 
the husbandmen. The boundary is a vague one, now moving one way 
and again receding. But, if the nomad can prevail, his flocks and herds 
rapidly consume the vegetation which has been raised with care, and he 
takes no steps to maintain i t ;  the whole region rapidly reverts to the 
same arid waste from which it had been formerly reclaimed. Here 
climate conditions increase the severity of the struggle; but, for the 
most part, hunters and pastoral tribes give way before the higher 
eivilisation of the agriculturist. 

Communities of men are differently affected by their environment 
according to circumstances. The conditions which influence a village 
are not, in all respects, the same as those which affect a city ; and those 
which originally determined the establishment of one or the other will 
probably differ widely from those which control their further develop- 
ment. The position of the region occupied by the community with 
respect to that of others, its proximity to the sea-coast, and the nature 
of its boundaries are all geographical factors which have great influence 
on the fortunes of the various communities and their further progress. 

But besides the relative permanence of the physical features of the 
earth's surface, the more variable character of climate, and the vegetable 
and animM life which man can largely influence and modify, man as a 
mobile and variable factor enters so largely into all geographical problems 
that their solution is greatly complicated, and in this portion of the 
subject it is the relation of the most variable factor man to the in- 
variable and the less variable factors that we have to investigate. 

Dwelling in larger or smaller communities, man was at first closely 
dependent on his physical surroundings, and the influence of these may be 
traced at the present time in the settlements of the more primitive races. 
The temporary encampments of fisher and hunter peoples, and the tents 
of nomad tribes, are constantly being displaced as food supplies vary in 
abundance, or as changes of climate necessitate a move to more favour- 
ably situated positions. Under such conditions population cannot attain 
much density, since large areas arc necessary to support the inhabitants 
and their flocks ; for they do not cultivate, but subsist on that which the 
land produces without the specially directed efforts of man. The physical 
conditions which favour or necessitate these classes of occupation and 
civilisation are thus connected with scanty population; and regions in 
which they prevail become the dwelling-places of small separate com- 
munities of independent action, rather than the large segregations of 
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men in which the individual has to give up some of his independence 
in conforming to the needs and rights of the large community as a 
whole. Such larger grouping of peoples can only take in localities 
which favour the raising of food stuffs by their fertility, and so in early 
times it was usually in alluvial plains by large rivers that the great eentres 
of population grew up. But as eivilisation advances, purely local physical 
conditions lose to some extent their predominant influence, and in these 
days, position on a great trade-route may be more favourable to the growth 
of a city than the fertility of its immediate neighbourhood. Thus the 
value of the physical conditions is continually changing, and whereas 
in undeveloped races their influence on man extends to a comparatively 
short distance, in his higher civilisation he is subject to influences world- 
wide in their extension ; he draws from the Antipodes the food, clothing, 
metals, materials that he may require to meet his needs, his projects, and 
his aspirations. I t  is the number and variety of the responses between 
man and his physical environment, and the rapid change and develop- 
ment of these responses in short periods of time, that cause both the 
difficulty of this portion of geography and also its attractiveness. While, 
on the one hand, the number of contributory factors is extremely large, 
and it is always difficult to determine the relative weight of each in any 
given problem ; on the other hand, cause and effect follow each other far 
more rapidly than in the slow processes which mould earth-forms: 
therein lies the advantage that observations in this rapidly changing 
field approach more nearly to the conditions of experiment, aud guiding 
principles can be more hopefully deduced and confirmed. 

But even under primitive conditions a single site would not always 
supply the needs of its inhabitants, and facility of communication with 
others was of importance. The routes followed were primarily deter- 
mined by the physical conditions, and wherever these opposed exceptional 
difficulties communities tended to maintain their individual character; 
the inhabitants of mountain valleys, forest-dwellers, the fisher people of 
lagoons and estuaries have always tended for this reason to maintain 
customs and modes of life and thought widely differing from those of 
their nearest neighbours of the plains, where inter-communication was 
more readily carried on. I t  was largely the limited and specialised 
character of its external communications which made Egypt, from its 
earliest days, a country exceptionally conservative in its customs, and in 
its modes of thought and belief. Immigration from the north where the 
people of the Mediterranean coastal regions were developing was hindered 
by the marshes of the Delta, and the frequent silting up and shifting of 
the river arms. East and west lay vast tracts of deser t - - to  all intents 
waterless--which restricted all movement across them, except such as their 
nomad inhabitants with their knowledge of the rare waterholes could 
achieve. To the south lay the desert region of the North Sudan, through 
which the narrow valley of the Nile, interrupted in its course by six 
stretches of rocky rapids, and only containing small isolated patches of 
cultivable land at intervals, furnished but an indifferent means of com- 
munication. The dweller in the wider and more fertile portion of the 
valley which constitutes the  Egypt of history never ventured beyond its 
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limits if he could avoid doing so, and thus there developed, during a 
period of fifty centuries and more, a race whose life, customs, character 
and institutions have always borne the clearest evidences of the influence 
of their physical surroundings. I t  is in this portion of the subject, which 
investigates the principles of man's settlement and communication, that 
geography comes very close to history, and is largely indebted to it for 
the material that it needs in the investigation. The fullest advantages, 
however, will only be obtained if we carefully reconstruct the local 
conditions of the period under study, and realise the weight and effect of 
the various factors of the problem, as they existed at each successive stage 
of development. 

The settlements of man in many places can be studied, for example, 
in the times successively of man-transport, pack-animals, wheeled 
traffic, and finally of modern steam engines. Each stage furnishes a 
distinct group of problems, and the relations between physical features 
and human activity are likewise ever varying. As man has developed 
in civilisation, facilities of communication have become increasingly im- 
portant. The time-unit of a day which suffices for the Arab leading his 
camels across the desert is replaced by the hour and the minute as the 
requirements of men in highly civilised countries become greater, and 
this connotes a corresponding change in the importance and influence 
of physical features. 

Whereas land and river-transport at one time were the more 
favourable, and the open sea was avoided by the mariners, who contented 
themselves with coasting voyages, now the ga'eat oceans, with lines of 
steamers traversing them in all directions by the most direct routes, 
furnish the most economical means of transport;  and this development 
has completely changed the conditions which we study in this class of 
problems. In the less civilised races of to-day we may study the effect 
of their limited requirements, as evidenced by their communications, 
which are usually short in extent, but extravagant in their demand of 
time. The natural conditions of the region, together with the needs and 
civilisation of the inhabitants, determine the lines which will be followed 
and the means which will be employed. In waterless regions the route 
leads directly from well to well ; in more humid countries points where 
rivers and marshy valleys may he crossed, tracks by which forests may 
be avoided, and the passes by which mountain ranges may be most easily 
crossed, determine those routes which will be generally followed. And 
these will prevail for centuries, but man's development will often change 
the relative importance of alternative routes by removing some of the 
obstacles which had rendered their full employment difficult. Here we 
meet with many striking examples of the combined geographical effect 
of physical and human factors which must be investigated in their 
mutual relation, in order that the full significance of their joint effect may 
be appreciated. Lines of communication which at one time have facili- 
tated hostile incursions, and at other times have favoured the development 
of trade, are closely related to the geographical conditions, and must be 
studied in connection with these. 

Such instances may seem to be of the most elementary character, and 
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apparent to ordinary common-sense; but the geographer's duty is to 
investigate these and the more complicated cases, to show the develop- 
ment and modification of such problems, and to put his results in such a 
form that they may be available to those who may need to utilise them. 
Closely connected with communications and means of transport is the 
group of questions relating to commerce, which has evidently a well- 
defined geographical aspect. Nowhere can this branch of the subject be 
more important than in this great city, of which the commercial relations 
have had during recent decades such a marvellous expansion. 

I t  is, however, in this particular portion of geography that the 
boundaries of the subject appear to me to be especially ill-defined. Since 
commerce is essentially the exchange of manufactured goods and raw 
material between different localities, the geographical aspect of the in- 
vestigation may be extended almost indefinitely. But if this is overdone 
it must lead to a diffuse treatment of geography, by including in it much 
that is more correctly and more profitably treated under commerce, as 
the geographical side of that subject. But there will always remain a 
large and important section of our subject which will be concerned with 
trade, trade materials, their distribution and their relation to the regions 
in which they occur. As I have already said, we should consider each 
phenomenon in connection with the local conditions, since the whole of 
these determine the geographical eharacter of a loeality; and distribu- 
tion of factors and phenomena must be investigated, not only in relation 
to small areas, but to the whole earth surface. The distribution of world 
trade, its development, and the principles which we can trace in its 
modern rapid extension will be best studied ill close relation to the physical 
and biological phenomena amongst which man dwells. 

The world's mineral wealth, water-power, water-transport are 
variously distributed over the world's surface, and these, as well as many 
similar factors in the development of human settlements and communi- 
ties, are essentially geographical in their character, and enter into the 
geographer's study of man's development. Moreover, their effect has 
varied greatly with man's own advance in civilisation, for his mechanical 
ingenuity in recent times has enabled him to profit by things which in 
his less cultured stages were useless or inaccessible to him. When 
investigating, therefore, man's relations with his physical environment we 
must bear in mind that they vary greatly as man's own development in 
culture and civilisation grows. The whole subject consists essentially in 
rightly estimating the weights of the numerous different factors, which 
for convenience we classify as physical, biological, and social, at  the 
partieular time and place of our investigation. With a change of any 
of these factors the problem has to be restated and resolved. 

I have thus summarised briefly and inadequately the scope of 
geography as it is studied to<lay, and have endeavoured to lay stress on 
the essential necessity for treating each problem, not only from its 
inorganic aspect in relation to the earth's surface, but also from the 
organic, in which we trace the responses between animal and vegetable 
life as well as human activity and the environment. For many who 
treat the subject as a useful if not essential branch of general education 
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it will be mainly a method, and I hope a scientific method, of collating 
and comparing habitually the factors which make up their environment on 
earth. Every one does this consciously or unconsciously for himself ; but 
to do so systematically is to do it both more economically and more 
thoroughly, whereby it will be found that we shall derive greatly 
increased enjoyment of our surroundings from the fuller appreciation 
of the myriad causes which determine them. 

For those who will go more deeply into the subject, and study 
it as a science, I have already indicated the wide field which lies ready 
to hand in mathematical geography, and others no less fascinating and 
important await the investigator in both physical and human geography. 
In all branches of the subject unlimited exploration awaits the investiga- 
tor ;  and though this term is commonly applied to the investigation 
of regions which are imperfectly known, it should imply the application 
of geographical principles to any part of the subject, with a view 
to increasing our knowledge of physical, biological, or sociological 
phenomena in relation to the earth. Discoveries in unknown regions 
of the earth are reserved for the few, and their opportunities are steadily 
decreasing as the known regions of the world extend ; but the increase of 
geographical knowledge by investigation of untrodden paths therein is 
open to all, and when successfully and scientifically carried out as fully 
merits the explorer's reward as do journeys through new regions of 
the earth. 

In geography, as in all branches of human activity, pioneer work, in 
which broad principles can be laid down, and the predominant factors 
need alone be considered, cannot last for long; soon the margin of 
profit, of improvement, of advance, becomes narrower, and the smaller 
factors which were at first treated as being negligible have to be taken 
seriously into account. The work, business, administration, or investiga- 
tion has to be organised and carried on methodically, that is, scientifically ; 
and in geography, too, the time has come for this, nevertheless there is 
no portion of the subject where a capable and zealous student may not 
produce by his investigations results which will be not only a satisfaction 
to himself, but of value to many others, and a credit to this ancient 
University. 

THE HEART OF THE ANTARCTIC 1: A REVIEW. 

(With ]llustrativ~t.~.) 

WITH the return to Europe of the German, Swedish, British, Scottish, 
and French antarctic expeditions some four to five years ago, it seemed as 
if the enthusiasm that had resulted in this burst of exploration had 
waned. The ships built for the purpose were sold for less worthy, if 

I The Heart of the Antarctic, being the Story ( f  the 1Jritish Antarctzc Expeditio~, 1907- 
1909. By E. H. Shackleton, C.V.O. With an introduction by H. R. Mill, D.Sc. Two 
volumes. Pp. xlviii+372, xv+419. Illustrations, coloured plates, and three maps. Lon- 
don: W. Heinemann, 1909. Price 36s. net. 
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